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Chapter 5 

Manifestations of Finiteness and Non-finiteness in Taiwan Mandarin 

     In this chapter, the issue of how finiteness and non-finiteness manifest in 

Taiwan Mandarin will be probed into in detail through the LFG-framework, the 

whole picture of which is shown in figure 5: 

 
FC verbs             DL verbs                 NC verbs 

 
   finite clauses    finite clauses  non-finite clauses  non-finite clauses 
                  [+MODAL] 
[+SUBJ]  [-SUBJ]                  [-SUBJ]         [-SUBJ] 
                [+SUBJ]  [-SUBJ] 
 
Figure 5. Subcategorization of finite clauses and non-finite clauses in Taiwan  
 Mandarin 

5.1 Subcategorizations of FC Verbs 

     FC verbs are those whose lexical entries allow only subcategorization of finite 

clauses in terms of sentential complements, the embedded subjects of which can be 

dropped freely.  

In Taiwan Mandarin, deficient as the tense marker is, two empty tenses 

dubbed the covert present tense and the covert past tense can still be perceived via 

some snippet within a bare sentence (Lin, 2003). Lin (2003) made an explicit a 

proposition that the covert present tense can be recognized through several 

dimensions, such as the presence of stative adjectives, stative verbs, some modal 
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auxiliaries, progressive aspectual markers and the generic or habitual interpretation 

of a sentence; likewise, the covert past tense can also be detected from the presence 

of certain aspectual markers, as illustrated in (144)-(148): 

(144) 張三       說   [李四  很  聰明]。 
      Zhang1san1 shuo1 Li3si4 hen3 cong1ming2 
      Zhangsan   say   Lisi   very smart 
      ‘Zhangsan says that Lisi is smart.’ 
 
(145) 張三      相信     [李四  同意   這  個 計畫]。 
      Zhang1san1 xiang1xin4 Li3si4 tong2yi4 zhe4 ge ji4hua4 
      Zhangsan   believe    Lisi  agree   this  CL plan 
      ‘Zhangsan believes that Lisi agrees with this plan.’ 
 
(146) 張三      認為   [李四  可以  做   到]。 
      Zhang1san1 ren4wei2 Li3si4 ke3yi3 zuo4 dao4 
      Zhangsan  think    Lisi   can    do   arrive 
      ‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi can do it.’ 
 
(147) 張三      知道   [地球   繞  太陽     旋轉]。 
      Zhang1san1 zhi1dao4 di4qiu2 rao4 tai4yang2 xuan2zhan3 
      Zhangsan   know   earth   turn sun      around 
      ‘Zhangsan knows that the earth turns around the sun.’ 
  
(148) 張三       堅持   [李四  每天     都   要   運動]。 
      Zhang1san1 jian1chi2 Li3si4 mei3tian1 dou1 yao4  yun4dong4 
      Zhangsan  insist    Lisi   everyday  all   have-to exercise 
      ‘Zhangsan insists that Lisi take exercise every day.’ 

In (144)-(148), the embedded clauses involve a stative adjective, a stative verb, a 

modal auxiliary, the generic interpretation, the habitual interpretation, respectively, 

signifying the covert present tense.  
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Zhang1san1 

shuo1 

Li3si4 

hen3 cong1ming2 

(149) 張三      說   [李四  去  過  台北]。 
      Zhang1san1 shuo1 Li3si4 qu4 guo4 Tai2bei3 
      Zhangsan   say   Lisi  go  ASP Taipei 
      ‘Zhangsan said that Lisi has been to Taipei.’ 
 
(150) 張三      認為    [李四  去 了  台北]。 
      Zhang1san1 ren4wei2 Li3si4 qu4 le  Tai2bei3 
      Zhangsan   think    Lisi   go  ASP Taipei 
      ‘Zhangsan thinks that Lisi went to Taipei.’ 

As for (149)-(150), the aspectual markers within denote the covert past tense. Under 

the LFG-framework, a simplified c-structure of (144) is presented in (151) and its 

f-structure is presented in (152):  

(151) C-structure 
          I1P 
      
      D1P      I1’ 
 
            I1     V1P 
 
               V1     I2P 
 
                   D2P    I2’ 
 
                       I2      V2P 
 
 
 
(152) F-structure 
 

SUBJ   “Zhang1san1” 
      PRED   ‘shuo1<(↑SUBJ) (↑COMP)>’ 
      TENSE   NONPAST 
      COMP      SUBJ    “Li3si4” 

PRED   ‘cong1ming2<(↑SUBJ)>’ 
TENSE   COVERT NONPAST 
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FC verbs have no constraint on the value of TENSE; that is, they can subcategorize 

clauses of any tense, be it overt or covert.  

5.2 Subcategorizations of DL Verbs 

     Dual-listing verbs, as implied by the name, are verbs listed in the lexicon with 

two different entries. Due to the same form they share, it is always claimed that this 

kind of verbs have the capability of subcategorizing two different kinds of sentential 

complements, viz., finite clauses and non-finite clauses. Details will be fleshed out 

in the following two subsections.  

5.2.1 DL Verbs Subcategorizing Finite-clauses as Complement 

     As displayed in figure 5, finite clauses subcategorized by DL verbs must have 

modals within, always having more restrictions than those subcategorized by the FC 

verbs.  

As for the presence of embedded overt subjects, it hinges on the presence of 

proper buffers, which are considered the mediators, soothing the redundancy caused 

by the presence of embedded overt subjects, not on the Obviation Principle proposed 

by Hu et al., which stipulates that an overt pronoun tends to be obviated from the 

closest prominent NP [sic; presumably a semantically prominent NP being overt or 

covert is intended]. (153) and (154) are examples related to the Obviation Principle 

given by Hu et al.: 
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(153)*每個人 i   拿走     了  他的 i 書。 
      mei3geren2 na2-zou3  le   ta1de  shu1 
      everyone   take-away ASP his   book 
      ‘Everyone has taken away his book.’ 
 
(154) 每個人 i   從    我  這兒 拿走     了  他的 i 書。 
      mei3geren2 cong2 wo3 zher4 na2-zou3  le   ta1de  shu1 
      everyone   from  I   here  take-away ASP his   book 
      ‘Everyone has taken his book away from me.’ 

The co-indexation in both of these two sentences will result in ungrammaticality, 

though they consider (154) grammatical, the revised versions in which the 

co-indexation will work are shown below.11 (157) is also an example challenging 

Hu et al.’s Obviation Principle:  

(155) 每個人 i   都   拿走     了  他們的 i  書。 
      mei3geren2 dou1 na2-zou3 le   ta1mende shu1 
      everyone   all  take-away ASP they-DE  book 
      ‘Everyone has taken away his book.’ 
 
(156) 每個人 i   都   從    我 這兒 拿走     了  他們的 i  書。 
      mei3geren2 dou1 cong2 wo3 zher4 na2-zou3 le   ta1mende  shu1 
      everyone   all   from  I   here  take-away ASP they-DE   book 
      ‘Everyone has taken away his book from me.’ 
 
(157) 大家 i   (都) 拿走     了  他們的 i  書。 
      da4jia1  dou1 na2-zou3 le   ta1mende shu1 
      everyone all  take-away ASP they-DE  book 
      ‘Everyone has taken away his book.’ 

Thus, we contend with confidence that the presence of an embedded overt subject is 

not subject to the Obviation Principle but to the presence of proper buffers, 

                                                 
11 Though some people consider both of these two sentences acceptable, there is no contrast between 

the grammaticality of the two stemming from the insertion of the prepositional phrase.  
43 out of 50 consider both of them acceptable or unacceptable, and there is no answer like “one is 
acceptable, and the other is not”.  
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somewhat revealing the irrealis mood, which may have some influence on the 

human language processing, situating between the main predicate and the embedded 

overt subject, and that the Obviation Principle is not a reliable one at least here.  

Taking the restriction on embedded overt subjects into consideration, we can 

conclude that, in judging a sentence’s finiteness, the presence of a modal auxiliary is 

a necessary condition, whereas the presence of an embedded overt subject is a 

sufficient condition as far as DL verbs are concerned.  

     But, how is it that the presence of modals is the decisive criterion for DL 

verbs’ subcategorization for finite clauses? Palmer (2001:104) reports that due to 

some languages’ employment of either modal systems or mood, the distinction 

between them comes out; moreover, in a few languages having the mood systems 

with realis and irrealis markers, the irrealis ones are always associated with the 

modal systems. Considering Taiwan Mandarin, the distinction between past and 

non-past is not as prominent as that between realis and irrealis (Cheng, 1985); 

consequently, the correlation between modals and irrealis markers also comes into 

being in Taiwan Mandarin.  

Verbs classified as DL verbs are all forced to subcategorize only irrealis 

events. Hu et al.’s proposition that certain adverbial phrase insertions will rescue the 

embedded overt subjects only tells one side of the story. Even though the inserted 
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adverbial phrases indeed belong to the irrealis type, they are still 

nonsubcategorizable adjuncts, contributing nothing to the value of MOOD, an 

attribute in an f-structure.  

(158)*我   準備     明天     我   參加    一個 會。 
   wo3  zhun3bei4 ming2tian1 wo3  can1jia1 yi1ge hui4 
    I    plan     tomorrow  I  attend   a    meeting 
 
(159)*我  勸     張三      [如果   沒  有   人    買   這  本   書，  

 wo3 quan4  Zhang1san1 ru2guo3 mei2 you3 ren2 mai3 zhe4 ben3 shu1  
  I   persuade           if      no  have people buy  this CL  book  
 他 也  不   買]。 

     ta1 ye3  bu2  mai3 
     he  also not  buy 
 
(160)*我  逼 張三     [不管    發生     什麼    事   他 都   把 
     wo3 bi1 Zhang1san1 bu4guan3 fa1sheng1 shen2me shi4  ta1 dou1 ba3 
     I   force         no-matter happen   what   mater he all BA 
     東西    找   回來]。 
     dong1xi1 zhao3 hui2lai2 
     thing    find  back 
 
(161)*我  叫   張三      今天    下午   他  無論如何    都    來。 
      wo3 jiao4 Zhang1san1 jin1tian1 xia4wu3  ta1 wu2lun4r2he2 dou1 lai2 
      I   ask             today   afternoon  he  in-any-case   all   come 

The decisive element in these examples is not the adverbial phrase but the modal 

within embedded clauses. The adverbial phrases do work only when the necessary 

condition regarding the presence of modals is satisfied.  

In addition, deeply influenced by Taiwanese, Taiwan Mandarin inherits the 

declarative complementizer kong ‘say’ introducing finite clauses in Taiwanese, 

gradually, the counterpart of which in Taiwan Mandarin is shuo1 ‘say’, being one of 
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the instances toward lexical diffusion. The verb shuo1 ‘say’ in Taiwan Mandarin has 

been grammaticalizing into one of the complementizers within, introducing a 

propositional complement clause as that in Taiwanese and Cantonese (Yeung 2006; 

Chui 1994; Hwang 1998, 2000). The complementizer shuo1 ‘say’ has the same 

function of mediating, so the redundancy caused by the presence of embedded overt 

subjects can be conciliated by either proper adverbial phrases or the complementizer 

shuo1 ‘say’ or both, which are all candidates of proper buffers. Examples containing 

proper buffers in (158)-(161) are shown in (162)-(165): 

(162) 我   準備     說   我  明天      要   參加    一個 會。 
   wo3  zhun3bei4 shuo1 wo3 ming2tian1 yao4  can1jia1 yi1ge hui4 
    I    plan     say  I   tomorrow  will  attend   a    meeting 
    ‘I plan to attend a meeting tomorrow.’ 
 
(163) 我  勸     他 說 晚上       他  無論如何     都   要  來。 
      wo3 quan4   ta1 shuo1 wan3shang4 ta1 wu2lun4ru2he2 dou1 yao4 lai2 
      I    persuade he say   evening     he  in-any-case    all   will  come 
     ‘I tried to persuade him to come this evening whatever happens.’ 
 
(164) 我  請求     張三      說    他 不  要   買   這  本   書。 

 wo3 qing3qiu2  Zhang1san1 shuo1 ta1 bu2 yao4  mai3 zhe4 ben3 shu1 
  I   request              say   he  not  will  buy  this CL  book 

    ‘I requested Zhangsan not to buy this book.’ 
 
(165) 我  逼 張三       說   他 必須  把  東西    找   回來]。 
     wo3 bi1 Zhang1san1 shuo1 ta1 bi4xu1 ba3 dong1xi1 zhao3 hui2lai2 
     I   force         say   he must  BA thing    find  back 
    ‘I forced Zhangsan to find that thing back.’ 

     Under the LFG account, the obligatory modal in an embedded finite clause 

subcategorized by a DL verb can be construed as the requirement of constraining 
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da3suan4 

shuo1 

Zhang1san1 

equations, where attributes cannot obtain values by means of unification. 

Constraining equations are responsible for the job of checking only, differing from 

defining equations.  

The simplified c-structure and f-structure of a sentence like Zhang1san1 

da3suan4 shuo1 ta1 yao4 mei3 zhe4 ben3 shu1 ‘Zhangsan plans not to buy this 

book.’ is represented in (166) and (167), respectively: 

(166) C-structure  

           I1P 
      
      D1P        I1’ 
 
              I1       V1P 
                    
                 V1       CP 
 
                     C     I2P 
 
                        D2P    I2’ 
 
                        ta1  I2      V2P 
 
                           yao4  mei3 zhe4 ben3 shu1 
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(167) F-structure 
 

SUBJ   [“Zhang1san1”] 
               INDEX i 
      PRED   ‘da3suan4<(↑SUBJ) (↑COMP)>’ 
      TENSE   NONPAST 
      COMP      SUBJ    PRED “ta1” 
                          INDEX i 

PRED   ‘mai3<(↑SUBJ) (↑OBJ)>’ 
TENSE   FUTURE 
MOOD   IRREALIS 

                 OBJ     [“zhe4 ben3 shu1”] 
 
Constraining equations → shuo1:  (↑TENSE) 

 da3suan4:  (↑COMP MOOD) =c IRREALIS 

The first constraining equation suggests that the complementizer shuo1 ‘say’ 

requires its clause to be a tensed one. The second constraining equation concerning 

the main predicate da3suan4 ‘plan’ forces the IRREALIS value to be present in the 

embedded finite clause, and the corresponding c-structure element will be realized 

as a modal falling inside the INFL, as depicted in (168):12 

(168) φ-1 (COMP MOOD) = I2 

     Therefore, in order for a DL verb to subcategorize a finite clause as 

complement, two conditions toward the embedded clause must be satisfied. One 

concerns the presence of the feature TENSE; the other concerns the presence of the 

feature MOOD with IRREALIS value.  

The apparent counter-examples given by Hu et al. are exhibited below: 
                                                 
12 The symbolφ-1 represents the mapping from an f-structure to a c-structure; the symbolφ 

represents the opposite direction.  
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(169) 我   準備     明天     要   參加    一個 會。 
   wo3  zhun3bei4 ming2tian1 yao4  can1jia1 yi1ge hui4 
    I    plan     tomorrow  will  attend   a    meeting 
    ‘I plan to attend a meeting tomorrow.’ 
 
(170) 我  勸      他 要  來。 
      wo3 quan4   ta1 yao4 lai2 
      I    persuade he  will  come 
     ‘I tried to persuade him to come.’ 
 
(171) 他 逼  我  一定    要   在  兩    天   之內    完成。 
      ta1 bi1  wo3 yi2ding4 yao4 zai4 liang3 tian1 zhi1nei4 wa2cheng2 
      he  force I   must    will  at   two   day  within  finish 
      ‘He forced me to finish it within two days.’ 
 
(172) 我  勸     張三      [如果   沒  有   人    買   這  本   書，  

 wo3 quan4  Zhang1san1 ru2guo3 mei2 you3 ren2 mai3 zhe4 ben3 shu1  
  I   persuade           if      no  have people buy  this CL  book  
 他 也  不  要   買]。 

     ta1 ye3 bu2  yao4 mai3 
     he  also not  will  buy 
    ‘I persuaded Zhangsan not to buy this book if no one bought it.’ 
 
(173) 我  逼 張三     [不管    發生     什麼    事   他 都   必須   
     wo3 bi1 Zhang1san1 bu4guan3 fa1sheng1 shen2me shi4  ta1 dou1 bi4xu1  
     I   force         no-matter happen   what   mater he all must   
     把  東西    找   回來]。 
     ba3 dong1xi1 zhao3 hui2lai2 
     BA thing    find  back 
    ‘I forced Zhangsan to find that thing no matter what happened.’ 
 
(174) 我  叫   張三      今天    下午   他 無論如何    都   要   
      wo3 jiao4 Zhang1san1 jin1tian1 xia4wu3  ta1 wu2lun4ru2he2 dou1 yao4  
      I   ask             today   afternoon  he in-any-case   all   will
 come 

 lai2 
來。 

      ‘I told Zhangsan that he must come this afternoon whatever happens.’ 
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Thus, all the embedded clauses in (169)-(174) are indeed finite clauses not 

non-finite ones due to the presence of the two modals yao4 ‘will’ and bi4xu1 ‘must’. 

(169) lacking an embedded overt subject is the results of pro-drop process like the 

exact situation happening to FC verbs, while (170)-(171) are due to the lack of 

proper buffers.  

     In addition, there exist lots of data on the web, corresponding to the 

phenomena Hu et al. have observed. Some examples of Taiwan Mandarin are listed 

below: 

(175) 其實   我  並不    打算    說    ㄧ定    要   賺錢。13 
      qi2shi2 wo3 bing4bu4 da3suan4 shuo1 yi2ding4 yao4 zhuan4qian2 
      actually I   not      plan     say   must    want make-money 
      ‘Actually, I do not plan to make a fortune by all means.’ 
 
(176) 林嘉   本來    打算    說    自己 不  抽煙     的。14 
      Lin2jia1 ben3lai2 da3suan4 shuo1 zi4ji3 bu4 chou1yan1 de 
      Linjia   originally plan    say   self  not  smoke    DE 
      ‘Linjia originally planed not to smoke.’ 
 
(177) 在  計畫   說    要不要       考      同      一所              
      zai4 ji4hua4 shuo1 yao4-bu2-yao4 kao3        tong2    yi4suo3  
      at   plan   say   want-not-want take-exam  the same one-CL  

 高中            或   高工。15 
 gao1zhong1       huo4 gao1gong1 
 senior-high-school  or    industrial-school 
 ‘(We are) making a plan; that is, whether we go to the same senior high 
school or industrial school.’ 

 
 
                                                 
13 http://blog.pixnet.net/lovestar0905/post/16842587 
14 http://www.2009haosf.cn/showarticle.asp?cat_id=9&id=213 
15 http://www.wretch.cc/blog/ray60314/12297682 
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(178) 本來    計畫   說    明天      晚上       要   去  夜店    玩。16 
      ben3lai2  ji4hua4 shuo1 ming2tian1 wan3shang4 yao4 qu4 ye4dian4 wan2 
      originally plan   say   tomorrow  night      want go  pub     play 
      ‘(We) originally plan to go to pubs tomorrow night.’ 
 
(179) 我  準備     要  參加    雄獅      的 旅遊。17 
      wo3 zhun3bei4 yao4 can1jia1  Xiong2shi1 de  lu3you2 
      I    prepare   want participate Xiongshi  DE tour 
      ‘I prepare to participate the tour Xiongshi holds.’ 
 
(180) 現在     我  準備     要  考          音樂班。18 
      xian4zai4 wo3 zhun3bei4 yao4 kao3  yin1yue4ban1 
      now     I    prepare   want take-examine music-class 
      ‘Now, I prepare to take an exam in order to enter the music class.’ 

All the clauses subcategorized by da3suan4 ‘plan’, ji4hua4 ‘plan’ and zhun3bei4 

‘prepare’ in (175)-(180) are definitely finite ones, as Hu et al. have observed in 

Chinese. Thus, Hu et al.’s argument that these sentences violate the proposed criteria 

for non-finite clauses is absolutely correct and expected because they are finite ones 

by nature. Despite the correct judgment they make, it does not entail the denial of 

pre-existent categories.  

There are, however, still some examples enumerated by Hu et al., which seem 

to challenge our analysis; that is, there exist examples having no modal in the 

embedded clauses containing embedded overt subjects but are still considered 

acceptable, as illustrated below: 

 

                                                 
16 http://diary.blog.yam.com/rolia/article/4623113 
17 http://tw.knowledge.yahoo.com/question/question?qid=1007101609003 
18http://tw.blog.urlifelinks.com/follow_me&mode=content_list&follow_key=120971104567066&titl

e_page=1 
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(181) 我  準備     明天     下午     天   黑  以後   我  一 個 人   
      wo3 zhun3bei4 ming2tian1 xia4wu3 tian1 hei1 yi3hou4 wo3 yi1 ge  ren2  
      I    prepare   tomorrow  afternoon sky  dark after    I    one CL man  
      來。 
      lai2 
     come 
     ‘I plan to come alone tomorrow afternoon after it gets dark.’ 
 
(182) 你  最好    設法   今天     下午    散  了  會    以後   你   
      ni3 zui4hao3 she4fa3 jing1tian1 xia4wu3  san4 le   hui4  yi3hou4 ni3  
      you has-better try    today     afternoon end ASP meeting after  you  

一 個 人    來。 
yi1 ge  ren2   lai2 

 one CL person come 
     ‘You had better try to come by yourself this afternoon after the meeting is   
     over.’ 
 
(183) 我  打算    天   黑  以後   我們    一起  去。 
      wo3 da3suan4 tain1 hei1 yi3hou4 wo3men yi4qi3  qu4 
      I    plan     sky  dark after    we     together go 
      ‘I plan that we go together after it gets dark.’ 
 
(184) 張三      打算    今  年   夏天    老婆、 自己 和  兒子 都   去   
      Zhang1san1 da3suan4 jin1 nian2 xia4tian1 lao3po2 zi4ji3 he2 er2zi dou1 qu4 
                plan     this year  summer  wife    self   and son  all   go 
      青島      度   假。 
      Qing1dao3 du4  jia4 
      Qingdao  spend vacation 
      ‘Zhangsan planned to go to spend his holidays in Qingdao together with his 

wife and son this summer.’ 
 
(185) 我  請   張三      今天    下午    六  點    以後   他 和  他  
     wo3 qing3 Zhang1san1 jin1tian1 xia4wu3  liu4 dian3  yi3hou4 ta1 he2 ta1  
      I    invite           today    afternoon six  o’clock after  he  and his  
     太太 一起   來  吃  飯。 
      tai4tai4 yi4qi3  lai2  chi1 fan4 
      wife together come eat  meal 
      ‘I invited Zhangsan and his wife to come to dinner after six this afternoon.’ 
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Examining these examples carefully, we can detect the pivot rendering these 

sentences grammatical and acceptable, which is associated with the new information 

carried by the embedded subjects. To put it simply, whenever there is an addition of 

new information on the embedded subject to some extent, it can be present overtly, 

which is a situation, we surmise, that pragmatics/discourse override syntax.  

5.2.2 DL Verbs Subcategorizing Non-finite-clauses as Complement 

     It is the default type of complement that DL verbs subcategorize for the most 

part, whose embedded non-finite clauses contain no modal or overt subject licensed 

by the feature [+Tense], as illustrated below: 

(186) 張三       準備     回  家。 
      Zhang1san1 zhun3bei4 hui2 jia1 
      Zhangsan   prepare   go  home 
      ‘Zhangsan prepares to go home.’ 
 
(187) 張三       打算    買   這  本   書。 
      Zhang1san1 da3suan4 mei3 zhe4 ben3 shu1 
     Zhangsan   plan     buy  this CL   book. 
     ‘Zhangsan plans to buy this book.’ 
 
(188) 張三      逼  李四  吃  飯。 
      Zhang1san1 bi1  Li3si4 chi1 fan4 
      Zhangsan   force Lisi  eat  meal 
      ‘Zhangsan forced Lisi to eat.’ 
 
(189) 張三      叫   李四  唸   書。 
      Zhang1san1 jiao4 Li3si4 nian4 shu1 
      Zhangsan   order Lisi   study book 
      ‘Zhangsan ordered Lisi to study.’ 
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The lexical form of verbs in (186) and (187) can both be depicted as <(↑SUBJ)(↑

XCOMP)>, and that in (188) and (189) can be depicted as <(↑SUBJ)(↑OBJ)(↑

XCOMP)>. The former represents the two-place predicate; the latter represents the 

three-place predicate.  

This kind of subcategorization can also be captured under the LFG account. 

The simplified c-structure and f-structure of (187) are shown in (190) and (191), 

respectively: 

(190) C-structure 

          I1P 

 
     D1P       I1’ 
 
            I1       V1P 
 
                V1     I2P 
 
                      I2’ 
 
                   I2       V2P 
 
                      V2       D2P 
 

mei3  zhe4ben3shu1 
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(191) F-structure 
 

SUBJ   “Zhang1san1” 
      PRED   ‘da3suan4<(↑SUBJ) (↑XCOMP)>’ 
      TENSE   NONPAST 
      XCOMP    SUBJ     

PRED   ‘mai3<(↑SUBJ) (↑OBJ)>’ 
MOOD    

                 OBJ     “zhe4 ben3 shu1” 
 
Defining equation → da3suan4:  (↑XCOMP MOOD) = IRREALIS 

Although the value of (↑XCOMP MOOD) in (191) is underspecified, it can 

still obtain the value of IRREALIS from the defining equation through unification.  

The same analysis involving the functional control can also apply to examples 

containing three-place predicates such as (188) and (189).  

In addition, there is still one point worthy to be noticed regarding the special 

construction indicated from examples (192) and (193) below: 

(192) 張三       勸     李四  喝  了  這   碗   藥。 
      Zhang1san1 quan4  Li3si4 he1  le  zhe4 wan3 yao4 
      Zhangsan   persuade Lisi  drink ASP this  CL  medicine 
      ‘Zhangsan persuaded Lisi to take this medicine.’ 
 
(193) 張三       企圖   搶    過   銀行。 
      Zhang1san1 qi4tu2 qiang3 guo4 yin2hang2 
      Zhangsan   attempt rob   ASP bank 
      ‘Zhangsan attempted to rob the bank.’ 

 Verbs of this kind like shi3 ‘cause’, ling4 ‘make’, rang4 ‘let’, qing3 

‘invite/request’, qiang2po4 ‘force’, ming4ling4 ‘order’, qi4tu2 ‘attempt’, pin1ming4 

‘struggle’, she4fa3 ‘try’ are titled clause union verbs, which tolerate the presence of 
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aspectual markers in the non-finite clauses (Her, 1990). As its name suggests, the 

main verb and the embedded verb fuse together to a single unit and the aspectual 

marker appearing in the non-finite clause follows the embedded verb not the main 

one. Because no modal or overt subject can appear in clauses subcategorized by 

clause union verbs, we still view these clauses as non-finite ones.  

5.3 Subcategorizations of NC Verbs 

     Non-finite-complement verbs subcategorize non-finite clauses as complement 

only, involving functional controls in the LFG. Some examples are listed below: 

(194) 張三       引誘    李四  犯   罪。 
      Zhang1san1 yin3you4 Li3si4 fan4  zui4 
      Zhangsan   induce   Lisi   commit crime 
      ‘Zhangsan induced Lisi to commit a crime.’ 
 
(195) 張三      派  李四  去 台北。 
      Zhang1san1 pai4 Li3si4 qu4 Tai2bei3 
      Zhangsan   send Lisi  go  Taipei 
      ‘Zhangsan sent Lisi to go to Taipei.’ 
 
(196) 張三      喜歡    唱    歌。 
    Zhang1san1 xi3huan1 chang4 ge1 
      Zhangsan   like     sing   song 
     ‘Zhangsan likes to sing.’ 
 
(197) 張三      討厭    看   書。 
      Zhang1san1 tao3yan4 kan4 shu1 
      Zhangsan  hate     read  book 
      ‘Zhangsan hates to read.’ 
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Zhang1san1 

xi3huan4 

chang4ge1 

(198) 張三      使   李四  難過。 
      Zhang1san1 shi3  Li3si4 nan2guo4 
      Zhangsan   cause Lisi  sad 
      ‘Zhangsan made Lisi sad.’ 

Likewise, the simplified c-structure and f-structure of (196) are depicted as (199) 

and (200), respectively: 

(199) C-structure 
          I1P 
 
      D1P    I1’ 
 
         I     V1P 
 
             V1    I2P 
 
               D2P    I2’ 
 
                   I2    V2P 
 
 
 
(200) F-structure 
 

SUBJ   “Zhang1san1” 
      PRED   ‘xi3huan4<(↑SUBJ) (↑XCOMP)>’ 
      TENSE   NONPAST 
      XCOMP    SUBJ     

PRED   ‘chang4ge1<(↑SUBJ) >’ 

Like the situation of DL verbs’ subcategorizing non-finite clauses as complement, 

the SUBJ of XCOMP must obtain its value through the functional control to satisfy 

the well-formedness condition reserved for f-structures.19 

                                                 
19 There are three main well-formedness conditions on f-structures, which must be satisfied to ensure  
 the grammaticality of a sentence.  (Falk, 2001:62, 64) 

(1) Completeness Condition: All argument functions specified in the value of the PRED feature 
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     Instead of sorting verbs subcategorizing sentential complements 

dichotomously, we identify three kinds of them and discuss their manifestations one 

after another in this chapter. First, FC verbs subcategorize finite clauses all the time, 

where embedded subjects can be dropped freely, known as pro-drops. The endpoint 

relative to the type of FC verbs is NC verbs, which subcategorize only non-finite 

clauses, involving functional controls and covert pronouns as controllee within. The 

third type referred to in this chapter is DL verbs, which can subcategorize both finite 

clauses and nonfinite clauses as complement; the former require more constraints 

than the latter, such as the presence of modals and proper buffers, and the 

manifestations of the latter are almost the same as those in NC verbs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                                                                            

must be present in the local f-structure. 
(2) Coherence Condition: All argument functions in an f-structure must be selected by their local 

PRED. 
(3) Uniqueness Condition (Consistency Condition): Every attribute has a unique value.  


